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SOME EXANPLES OF COGNITIVE TASK ANALYSIS

WITH INSTHUCTIONAL DIPLICAIIOKS

James G. Greeno
University of Pittsburgh

- ABSTRACT

Analyses are described of knowledge structures used to understand

and solve probl ems in high school geometry and in prim ary-grade arith-

metic word problem .. Analysis of geometry problem solving has clarified

th. nature of strat egic knowledg e needed by students and raises the

question whether more explicit training in strat egies would be bene—

• ficial in school instruction. Analysis of semantic knowledge needed

to understand wor d problems raises questions about relationships be—

tween students ’ learning of computational procedur es and their under—

standing of general types of quantitative relationships .
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SOME EXAMPLES OF COGNITIVE TASK ANALYSIS

WITH INSTRUCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Ja mes G. Greeno
University of Pittsburgh

As concepts and methods for the analysis of complex cognitive per-

f ormance have developed , it has been increasingly attractive to think

about their potential use in analyzing tasks that are used in ins truc—

tion. The idea of applying concepts and methods of cognitive psychol-

ogy to the analysis of instructional tasks is certainl y not new; ef-

forts of such early investi gators as Dewey, Judd , and Thorudike come

to mind, as well as sore r.cent contributions by Atkinson, Gagud, G1aser ,

Resnick , Skinner , and Suppes, to name a few. However , recent develop—

ments seem to have added a new dimension to the potential use of ideas

from psychology and other cognitive sciences in the anal ysis and design

of instruction. At least that seemed the case to me when I wrote a

chapter entitled “Cognitiv e Objectives of Ins truction ,” in 1974 (Gre eno,

l976a) . The organizer s of this conferenc e requested that I prepare a

pap er on that same topic. Perhaps it will be useful in this context if

I present a brief pr ogress report of work that I have been engaged in

during the meantime . Much of this work is still in very early stages,

and I apologize that this presentation ii still more a research pr ogram

than a set of results . However , some of the potential research that I

sketched in 1974 has become actual research , and it may be useful to

report the dir ections in which those ideas have developed during the

k shor t period since publication of that earlier article.
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In my earlier paper, I discussed three kinds of instructional

tasks : performi ng calculation s in arithm etic, proving theorems and

solving other prob]..ms in g.o try , and mderstanding concepts in

science. I did not intend to suggest then, nor do I now, that these

topics exhaust the instructional domains in which cognitive science

will contribute to instructional practice. For ~~a~~ls, my short list

did not include the analysis of reading skill , which probably i. the

domain in which the sost has been accomplished in relating cognitive

science and instruction. However, the three tasks that I discussed

represent three import t theoretical. foci, and my research has

progressed in way, that are relevant to those three kinds of tasks.

The analysis of c*lculating ~~~~~ uses concepts in the theory of

cognitive procedures. The analysis of knowledge acquired in geometry

uses concepts in the theory of problem solving. And th. analysis of

understanding scientific concepts uses concepts in the theory of se-

ssntic ech~~~ta used in the process of understanding language. The

work that I will, discuss in this paper has involved analyses of geo-

astry probl e, solving and arit hmetic. Thus far , our studies of geo—

astry have fit rather well into the research domain of problem solving.

However, in our study of arit hmetic we have become concerned with pro-

cesse. of understanding and semantic schemata, as well as with proce—

dural knowledge involved in computational skill .

Problem Solving in Geometry

When the cognitive processes involved in an instructional task

have been analyzed, the results can be viewed as a hypothesis about

the knowledge that students acquire when they successfully learn the

mater ial given in instruction. The knowledg. required for problem

•
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3

solving in geometry has been represented in a computer simulation model

that I have given the name Perdix . The maj or source of empirical data

used in developing Perdix was a set of thInk {i~g—aloud protocols that I

obtained from a group of six ninth—grade student s during a year in which

they were studying geometry in a course. I interviewed the students

individually approximetely once each week throughout the year. At each

session, the ~etudent solved a few problems , tMnktng~aloud during the

process. The pro tocols were recorded on audiotape and the transcri p-

tions are accompanied by diagrams that the students drew during problem

solving. In developing Perdix, I have included procedures and struc-

tur es of knowledge that enable the sodel to solve the problems that

thes e student s were able to solve, in the same general ways that the
• students solved the probl.ma .

Th. form of Perdix is a production syctem, which ~~~~~~~ that each

component of 
- 
its knowledge is a pair consisting of a condition and - an

action that is perform ed if a test of the condition is performed and

it is found to be true. The productions that constitute Perdix’ knowl-

edge about geometry are in three groups, and these three groups of

productions can be considered as three domains of knowledge required

for students to solve the problems they are given in their study of

• geometry.

The three domains of knowledge required for geo stry problem —

solving are th. following:

1. Propositions used in ~~b1 g inferences .

2. Perce ptual concepts used in recognizing patterns.

3. Strate gic pr inciples used in setting goals and pl*~iii4iig.
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The propositions needed in geometry problem solving are the famil-

iar stat ents about geometric relations, such as , “Correspond ing angles

formed by para llel lines and a transversal are congruen t” ; or , “If a

triangle has two sides and the includmd angle congruent to two sides

and th. included angle of another triangle, the trianges are congruent”;

or, “If two angles are congruent , they have equal measure.” Inferences

based on this kind of proposition constitute the ~ ain steps in gecem try

problem solving. Geometry problems require students to show relati on-

ships between objects , for ~~~~ple, “Prove that angle A and angle B are

congruent”;) or to find the ~~~sure of an object , such as the size of

angle or the length ot a line se~~~~t. Information is given in the

problem in the form of segesnta or angles that are congruent , lines

that are parallel, the measures of some angles or segeents , and so on.

Each step in solving the problem consists of an inference in which some

new relation or the measure of some additional component is deduced

from information that was given or that has previously been inferred.

- - ~

- The problem is solved when this eha~i~ of inferences reaches the rel.a-’

tion or measure that is the goal of the problem . Each of the infer-

ential steps is based on one of the if—then propo sitions that the

student knows • The antecedent condition of the proposition is found

in the given information or the diagram , and the consequent relation

is added to the probl em situation .

The perceptual concepts needed for geometry problem solving include

the patterns that are mentioned in the antecedents of many propositions .

for *w ple , the proposition , “Corresponding angles formed by parallel

lines and a transversal are congruent” mentions a pattern, corresponding

angles . To use this prop osition as a basis for inferring that angles

I,’ 
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are congruent , a student must look at a diagram and determ ine that the

angles are in the correct positions relative to a pair of parallel

Lines and a transversal to be called corresponding angles.

The strategic ~~~~ledge that is needed in geometry includes ~~~vl—

• edge of general plans that lead to the various kinds of goals that occur

in geometry problems. for ~v~~ple, when solution of a problem requires

shoving that two angles are congruent , three alternative approaches are

available. One approach is to prove that tr iangles containicg the

angles are congruent • A second approach is to use relations between

angles that are based on parallel Lines, such as corresponding angles

or alternate interior angles. A third approach is to use relationships

between angles whose vertices are at the same point , such as vertical

angles, or angles that are formed by the bisection of another angle.

• The design of the p1ai~n4i~g process in Perdix is s4i~iler to the one

developed by Sacerdoti (1975) in his program NOAH (for Nets of Action

Hierarchies). As with NOAH, Perdix has knowledge of some general an-

tions that it can perform. Knowledge about each general action includes

the consequences of the action and prerequisite conditions that are re-

quired for the action to be performed. Perdix selects a plan for its

current goal by chedring the general action that have consequences that

• achiev. the goal. If the prerequisite conditions for one of th. actions

are present in th . situation , Perdix adopts the plan of achiev ing the

goal using that action. Then Perd ix proceeds to try to execute the

plan, using procedures that are also stored as part of the knowledge

that Perdix has about the general action. These procedures can include

th , sett ing of further goals, which may require selection of plans for

___ — - - - - - -~~~~ - - ~~~~- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~~~~—
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their achievement, leading to a hierarchy of plans and goals for the

solution of the proble m.

Most of the features of th. model for geometry problem solving

have bean developed by apply ing sealidayd concepts in the recent liter-

ature on probl em solving in psychology and artificial intelligence. •

There have been some interesting new developments required to s~~ ”pte

prob lem solving in this domain, which are discussed in other places

(Greeno, l976b ,1977, 1978) . However, the main results have been

obtainaA by ava~ fi~Lng the nature of th. geometry task environm nt in

coma detail, studying the performanee of subj ects who are successful

in performing the tasks that are used as a criteri on of learning in

that domain, and using concepts and methods that have been worked out

in the general th.ory of problem solving to develop a theory about

the knowledge structures and cognitive processes requir ed for success-

ful performance in the domain.

Th. result of this theoretical analysis can be considered as a

model of the outcome of successful instruction for those aspects of

the course that have been included in the analysis thus far. It has

the advantage over pur ely rational task analysis that it is genera lly

consistent with p.xformance of human learner s who did succeed in learn-

ing how to accomplish the criterion tasks. On the other hand , it does

not characterize all the students who were in the course ; some of them

did not succeed in acquiring the necessary knowledge , and I do not have

a model for their unsuccessful perform ance. Furthsraore, to provide a

really strong guid. for instructional prac tice , we need to develop

models of th. process of acqu isition in edditipn to models of the

knowledge that is acquired .

~~~~ 
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On the other hand, a clear representation of the outcome of success-

ful instruction probably can be useful . In the case of this geometry

model , some interesting issues appear when the characteristics of the

model are considered in relation to the content of the geometry curric-

ult as it is represented in texts for the course.

The theoretic al analysis of geometry problem solving led to the

conclusion that three main components of knowledge are required for a

student to successfully accomplish, the criterion tasks used in the

domain. These are propositions for inference, perceptual concepts for

pattern recognition , and strategic knowledge for plaiu~(i~g and setting

goals. Of these three, the first two are included explicitly in the

instructional materials used in teach ing. There is explicit presenta-

tion of the propositions that are used as the bests of inferences.

When a new prop osition is introduced , it is always explained carefully,

and often a proof of the proposition is given. There is also explicit

presentation of the perceptual concepts that are needed for pattern

recognition. These are usually presented in diagrams, with exercises

that emphasize the relevant features needed to identify instances of

th. concepts.

However , th . component s that I have been calling strategic knowl—

• edge are not rep resent ed explicitly in the instructio nal materials of

geometry. The knowledge that is needed for plan1~1~ng and setting goals

can be given an explicit charac terization ; indeed, it has such a char-

acterization in the model that I have been describing. However, most

references to that knowledge in texts that I have ~~-. 4ned are rela-

tively indirect , and my impression is that most teachers do not ex-

plici tly identify principles of strategy when they teach their students.

•

. 1
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One interesting question is the following: If the instructional

material s of a course do not include an important part of the knowledge

needed to perfo rm c~ criterion tasks, how do students acquire that

knowledge? We ksov that many students must acquire strategic knowledge

in acme form, since they are able to solve prob~ that we are conf i—

dent require strategic ~~~wledge. It se a reasonable conjecture

that this knowledg e is often acquired by induction. Texts include

~ra.r ple problems that present the steps of solutions in sequence, and ~- -

teachers solve m~ple problems during class , both before and after

students have attempted to solve problems as exercises . The principles

of strategic knowledge that must be applied in solving problems prob-

ably can be induced as general properties of the sequences of steps

that students observe in wa~pls solutions. Inowl.dge that is induced

in this way probably is implicit in nature. La with many intellectual

skills, when we ask subjects to explain how they decided to perfo rm

in the way they did , the answers are not very coherent. Thus, the

induced strateg ic pr inciples appear to be in the form of tacit pro ce—

dural knowledge involving things the learner is able to do , but not

things that the learner can describe or ana lyze.

It is not surprising that student s’ knowledge of strategic prin-

ciples is implicit; it has only been in recent years that our scien—

tific theories have included concepts that sUe it possible to describe

strateg ic knowledge in explicit ways. In our general wisdom about

problem solving, we attribute the skill some studen ts show in problem

solving either to their intelligence, or to their motivation in the

form of persist ence, or at most to their ability to use very general

heuristic problem-solving methods. However, when current theoretical
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concepts and methods are used to analyze the tasks, the analysis indi-

cates a set of important strategic pr inciples involving pl~’mfng knowl-

edge that is quite specific to the domain of problems that are analyzed.

A question about instruction arises in a rather obvious way. Now

that we have discovered the nature of domain—specific strategic knowl-

edge, should we include it explicitly in the materials of the geometry

course? The argueenr for teaeMng strategies explicitly is quite

straightforward. Strateg ic knowledge is part of the knowledge that - -

students must acquire in order to- solve problems in geometry. tt is

reasonable to try to teach that knowledge, like other knowledge of -

of the course, in as effective a way as possib le. While i~ is possible

that the unguided discovery method that is now used is more effective

than a more explicit form of instruction would be, that seems tinh(~.1y

in the light of the research that has been done on discovery learning.

The prop ositions for inf erenc e and concepts for pattern recognition

in geometry are taught in the specific form in which they are required

for geometry problem solving, and it seems reasonable to treat problem—

solving strateg ies in the same way.

An argument against teaching specific problem—solving strate gies

explicitly rests on the intuition that with the instructional methods

• we now use, students are required to actively generate the solutions ~f

problems , and that this is a more valuable learning experience than would

be provided if the instructional materials provided step—by—step guidance

in methods of solution. The issue is an empirical, one, albeit diff i—

cult to decide , and it would be desirable to have some empirical corn—

parisona between instructional , methods that~ are based on the two ideas.

However , it seems certain that some methods of teaching strategic 
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principles could be devised that would do more har m than good. It

would probably not be helpful to most students to teach about strate gies

in an abstract way, with the s tategic pr inciples divorced from the con-

text of problem solving in which they are used. Successful perfor.an~e

in solving problems probably should be considered as an intellectual

~~~ll, and it seems likaly that successful instruction In problem-solving

strategies will be based on principles of skill acquisition. Since we

don’t ~~~erscand very much about the pr inciples of 1ktl l acquisition ,

it is cl ear that we have a long way to go before vs can mel.

definite pronouncements about the relative mer its of different forms

of instruction in problem—solving strateg ies. It should be noted,

though, that our present methods are quite analo gous to the method of

t acMng evimeing that consists of throwing a pupil into the water.

That method is successful for some students , but it has obvious nega-

tive consequences for others.

Another possibili ty that I believe should be Investigated is in-

clusion of explicit instruction about problem-solving strategies in

the instruction that is given to math~~~tics teachers. I have not

studied geometry teachers’ underst’nding of problem solving in a sys-

tematic way, but the teachers with whom I have had conversations have

quite an undifferentiated impress ion of the nature of skill In solving

problems. In one meeting of teachers , when I described the strategic

component of the problem -solving model Perdix, one teacher responded

by aa~~ng whether what I was discussing wasn’t just the studencs in—

telligence. This teacher ’s view was that sass students are better

than others in apply ing mathematical. ideas in problem situations , and

that occurs because they are more intelligent . Another teacher proposed

. 1  
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a motivational theory, in which the cause of failure in pro blem solving

ar ises from a lack of persistence. When difficulties are encountered ,

some students continue to work on the problem and may eventually find

$ way to ~~~ fr p progress, While others give up as soon as the next move

is not obvious. I am sure that both of these views have meri t, but

they are not the complete story. I am hopeful that teachers might be

abl e to be considerably sore helpful in facilitating their students in

the acquisition of problem-solving skills if their own understanding

of the process became somewhat more sophisticated , with some concepts

that refer to vario us components of the skill rather than being limited

to very global concepts of Intelligence and persistence.

I will, close this discussion of geometry by noting that the cog-

nitive analysis of probl~s solving has not provided strong recomeeuda-

tions about how to teach the subject matter. It has provided a char-

act.xj~atjan of the knowledge tha t a student should acquire , and some

of the features of that 1~ owledge raise issues about instruction that

appear to be significant and interesting. It may be that specific

recossandat ions about instruction would follow from a cognitive anal-

ysis of the learning process itself , but that is a point we will have

to look into when we have some theoretical analyses of the learning

process.

Computation and Und.rst~”di~g in Aritheetic

A second instructional task that vs have been studying at Pittsburgh

is el snta ry .ritlaetic. In this work we have begun with the basics—

concepts of addition and subtraction that are taught in the first and

second grades. As in the case of geometry, vs are attempt ing to develop

a model that represe nts the knowledge that students acqui re if they are

~~ ~ —~ -g-~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~
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successful in mastering the material they encounter in arith metic in-

struction.

Ins tructio nal objectives for primary arithmetic have two aspects :

skill and understanding. In the domain of skill , students are expected

to learn the basic addition and subtraction facts , so they can answer

questions such as, “What is 8 — 3 ?“ or “What is 3 + 5 ?“ or perhaps

“ 3 + ?  — 8 .“ In the domain of understanding, a variety of tasks

are included in the curriculue, and they probably relate to rath er

different ideas about the nature of understanding. We have focused

on the kind of understanding needed for children to be able to apply

their knowledge of arithmetic in concrete situations , or in the semi—

concrete situations that are presented in the form of word problems.

A substantial nunber of studies have analyzed processes for an—

swering questions involving basic arithmetic facts . A considerable

body of evidence now supports the idea that children use methods based

on counting when they answer simple questions such as, “ 3 + 5 — ? .“

The method used by practiced subjects for addition is shown in Figure 1.

Evidence supporting this model has been obtained in studies by Groan

Insert Figure 1 about here

and Parkman (1972) and by Groan and Resuick (1977) . The eviaence sup-

ports a model of subtraction that is similar in character. If the gap

between two numb ers in a subtraction problen is small , as in

“ 8 — 6 — ‘1 “ the child finds the answer by counting the size of the

gap. If the number to be subtra cted is smal.l , a s in ” 8 — 2 — ? ”

the child uses a procedure that requires only a couple of counts—it
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might involve counting backward, but more likely involves some proce ss

of generating a saa.U. sequence of numbers near the larger term, and

than identifying the appropriate member of that sequence (Woods,

&esn(ck, & Groan, 1975; Groan & Poll , 1973) .

The .(n feature of these models is their procedural character.

We should conclud e from these analyses that the knowledge acquired by

students when they learn th . basic facts of addition and subtraction

is a set of proc edures that are based on their knowledge of counting.

This implies that to underst and the learning of these pro cedures , vs

need to understand the nature of children’s ~~~wledge structures that

are involved in counting. We have been fortunate to be able to collab-

orate with Bochel G~1a~n, who has conducted several studies of ~h(Id ren’ $

count ing, focused on analyzing general principles that children under-

stand and that affect their perfor~~’c. in counting tasks. This col—

laborative project , in which Mar y Riley i~ also participating, has the

goal of represent ing children ’s counting knowledge in a simulat ion

model that we test by comparing its performance on various tasks with

the performance that Gel n (1978) has reported . A long—ter~i goal

is the development of a simulation of learning, in which the knowledge

structures that we identify for the counting tasks are transformed into

knowledge structures that ar e capable of performing addition and sub-

traction.

The second aspect of knowledge about arithmetic involves children’s

understandin g of concepts and procedures. In one tes t of understanding

children are asked to solve problems consist ing of brie f stories In-

volving quantitative information such as the following: “Ji ll had three

_  _ _-- 

_  _ _  _ _ _  _ _
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apples. Betty gave her some more apples. Now Jill has eight apples.

How many did Betty give her?”

On. project that we have begun is a s41~i1Etion model of the process

of solving arithmetic word problems ; in this project I am collaborating

with Joan Biller • A model of solving word problems has been developed

previously, by Bobrow (1968) , but our model is based on quite a dif-

ferent view of the process than Bobrow’ a was.. In Bobrow’ a model, the

main process was translation of the text into a set of simultaneous

equations. This process of translation was based as much as possible

on syntactic information, and semantic processing occurred only when

it could not be avoided. In our model, semantic processing is the

a{n component of the underst*nding process . The system constructs

a semantic network representing the information in the problem. To

solve the problem , the system must select an arithmetic operation—

for example, addition or subtraction. In our model , the operations

are associated directly with structural representations , so their is

no intervening process of constructing equation s befor e the operation

is chosen.

The processing of a problem by our system is based on a set of

schemata that specify alternative structures of quantitative inf orma—

• tion. The analysis of these schemata has provided the most interest ing

result of our project this far . The problems we have analyzed at this

point all are solved by addition or subtraction of the number s given

In the problem. We have ident ified three distinct schemata that we

believe are necessary and sufficient for understanding of all the

problems that are solved by a single operation of addition or

- 
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sub traction . I will, refer to these three schemata as Cause/Change,

Combination, and Comparison.

The Cause/ Change sch~~~ j~~ used ~fot . understanding situations in

wh4~ch same event changes the value of a quantity. For *~~~ple, when

Betty gives Jill some apples, there is a change in the ni~~ er of

apples that Jill has. The abstract schema that represents such

nitustions is in Figure 2. There are three ma{n components. First,

there is an initial qnsntitative state in which some object 0 is asso—

cS.ated with some quantity P. Second, there is some action that in—

Insert Figure 2 about here

wolves a direction of change, increase or decrease, and an amount Q,

in the object 0. P4n.lly, there is a resulting state in which 0 has

quantity 1. For ~~~~~~~ in the problem where Jill had three apples

and got five more from Betty, the object is the set of apples in Jill ’s

possession, the initial ~~~unt, P , is three , the direction of chan ge

is increase and the amount of increase, Q, is five. The question in-

dicates that the final amount , 1, is unknown and the problem ii to

had that quantity.

Figure 2 indicates that both addition and subtraction are related

to the cause/change schema. This is because either oneration can be

required to solve proble in which the sehima is used to represent

the i~for tion. Consider two kinds of problems in which the unknown

quentity is 1, the ~~~unt in the final state , with numbers given as

the values .f P and Q. Addition is needed if the direction of the

change is an increase , and subtraction is needed if the direction of

•
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the change is a decrease. For .‘~amp1e, in the problem, “Pa t had eight

flowers ; he found three more flowers ; how many flowers does Pat have

may?” P is eight, Q is three, the direction is an increase, and the
_____ is fo~~~ by adding eight plus three. In the problem, “Pat had

ei~~t flowers; he b e t  three flowers; how many flowers does Pat have

ma,?” ? is eight, Q i three, the direction i. a decrease , and the

a~~~~~ ii found by subtracting 8 — 3 • Thus, both of the oper ations

additiøn and subtraction are related to the semantic structure that

rapr s.ents chang es in quantity, and the selection of an operation for

salving a problem depends on the content that is found in a specific

problem.

The second gem.ral schema for addi tion and subtractio n problem s

is in Figure 3. This 5~~h a  is used to represent situations where

there are two ~~~unts , and they can be considered either separately

Insert Figure 3 about here

or in combination. For ~~-mp1e, “Sue has three apples ; Betty has five

apples; how many do they have altogether?” or “Sue has three apples;

Betty has some apples ; they have eight apples altogether. How many

does B tty have?” The two separate amounts fill in the positi ons

denoted by U and V in Figur e 3, and the combined ~~~imt fills the

position denoted U. In this schema, the choice of an operation for

answering a question depends on which of the three quantities is un-

known in the question. If the combined amount is unknown, it is

found by adding the other two amounts. If one of th. separate

ounta is unknown, it is found by subtracting the known separate

a~~unt from the combined amount.

•1 
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The third general schema for addition and subtraction is in

Figure 4. This involves two amounts that are compared , and a differ-

ence between them. It would arise in a problem such as , “Sue has

Insert Figure 4 about here

three apples; Betty has five apples; how many fewer apples does Sue

have then Betty?” Betty’s apples are the reference obj ect 01, and

their amount , J, is five. Sue’s apples are the comparison object 02,

and th.ir amount, K, is 3. The direction of the difference is fewer,

and the am mt of difference is unknown. Another problem that would

be represen ted using this schema is “Sue has three apples ; Betty

has five more apples than Sue; how many does Betty have?” In

€ELi cUe, thi r~Ter.nc. J, th~ii of Su ’s ajjiea, - -

given as three; B, the direction of the difference , is given as

more; L, the amount of difference, i. given as five; and K, the

niaber of Betty’s apples , is unknown. Notice that when the differ-

ence is unknow n, the question is answered by subtrac ting J from K

or K from S , depend ing on which is e~sller. If the difference is

known, the question is answered by adding L to the known single

quantity, or subtract ing L from the known single quantity, depend ing

on the direction given for the differ ence.

These three semantic schemata constitute three dif ferent meaning

structures for addit ion and subtraction. I think it is appropr iate

to say that these aricheetic concepts are ambiguous. They have dis-

tinct and incompatible meanin gs. On the other hand, addition and

subtraction are genuine abstractions in relation to the Cause/Change,

_ _ _  ________ _ _  ________ ~~~~~~~~
- 
_ _ _
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Combination , and Comparison meaning structures . These , in turn , are

relatively abs tract th~~~elves. For .~a ple , the Cause/Change struc-

ture applies to situations where many different events can occur that

increase or decrease the number of objects in someone ’s possession ,

to events that change the amount of some substance in a container

(e.g. , “There were five gallons of gasoline in the tank ; I pour ed in

three more gallons.”). It is not hard to generate different verbs

that refer to events that fit into the Cause/Change schema, or dif-

ferent situations that fit into the Combination or Comparison schemata.

There are also situations that can be interpreted naturally with more

than one of the schemata. For example, “Jack built four bird houses

yesterday; today he buil t six more birdhouses,” may most naturally be

thought of as a combination. However, it also can be understood with

the Cause/Change schema, considering the initial amount as the number

of birdhouses built before, and the change as an increase in the

number of bir dhouaes caused by today ’s work.

In our model of the problem—solving proces s, the input text is

translated first into a parsed form, in Anderson ’ s ACT formalism

(Anderson, 1976) . One of the three semantic structures is con-

struc ted, based on categorical information stored about the verbs in

the sentences. Note that the construction of a semantic repre senta—

tion involves process ing much like that involved in ordinary language

processing, with inferences made in order to achieve a coherent struc-

ture. However, the inferences made in the context of arith metic word

problems are quite different from those made in other con’a~ts , such

as ordinary stories. If the sentence , “Betty gave Jill five apples ”

were encountered in a story, the reader would probably be making

—~~~
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inferences about Betty and Jill’ s f riendship , or some general goal of

Betty ’s such as a hope that Jill would reciprocate by sharing some-

thing that Bett y wants (cf. Schank & Abelson , 1977) . In the context

of an arith metic problem , if a pers on already has the ~ !ormation that

Jill had three apples before , then the sentence , “Betty gave Jill five

app les” produces the inf erence that a change occurred in the number

of Jill ’s apples , the direction of the chan ge was an increase , and the

amount of the change was five.

When a semantic representation has been constructed , the answer is

obtained by applying an arithmetic operation. The first three columns

in Table 1 specify 14 different structures that can result from repre-

senting different addition and subtraction problems . One possible

Insert Table 1 about here

theory is that each of these is simply associated with one of the op—

erations, along with a procedure for assigr’(”g the quantities in the

problems as argument s of the pro cedures . The form of the model that

we have pro grasmed La based on a somewha t different intuition which

we consider plausible, but not firm. The current model has direct

associations from six of the semantic structures to operations. For

the r~~a1n{ng structures , a transformation is required to obtain a

representation that is associated with one of the operations . For

a’ira ple, for a problem such as , “Jill had three apples; Betty gave

her some more apples; now Jill has eight apples ; how many apples did

Betty give her?” the model first generates a Cause/Change structure

with three as the starting quantity, eight as the final quantity, an
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Table 1

Selection of Arithmetic Operators

Schema Direction Unknown Decision

Cause/Cbange(7,Q,R) Increase Result, I Addition (P + Q)

— Cause/Change(P,Q,R) Decrease Result , 1 Subtraction P — Q) -

Cauae/Change(P,Q,R) Increase Change, Q Transform to Combine(P,Q,1)

Cause/ChangeO’,Q,R) Decrease Change, Q Transform to Combine(R,Q,P)

Cause/Change(P,Q,R) Increase Start , P Transform to Coabine(P,Q,&)

Cause/Change(P ,Q,R) Decrease Start , P Transform to Coabine (ft ,Q,P)

Combine(U,V,W) Combined Amount, U Addition (U + V)

Combine(U,V,W) ——— Separate Amount, V Subtraction (W - U)

Coapare (J ,K,L ) More Difference , L Subt raction (K — J)

Compare (J,K,L) Fewer Difference, L Subt ractio n (J — K)

Compsrs(J,K,L) More Second Amount, K Transform to Cowbine(J,L,K)

Compare (J ,L,L) Fever Second Amount , K Transform to Combine(K,L ,J )

• Compare (J,I,L) More First Amount , J Transform to Coinbine(J ,L,K)

Compare (J ,K,L) Fewer First Amount, J Transform to Coinbine(K,L,J)

t 
_____ ________________________________
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increase as the direc tion , and the amount of increase imk~inw~~. This

is the structure described on the third Line of Table 1.. Then this

structur e is transfo rmed to a Combine structure, with three as the

first separate ~~~unt , eight as the combined amount , and the second

separate amount unknown. This is the structure shown on l ine eight

of Table 1. This new structure is associated with the operation of

subtraction, so the system then chooses that operation.
The choice of Combius as- the canonical structure for missing ad—

dend problems is largely speculative on our part , though there is some

suggestive evidence in Case’s (1978) work that is consistent with

our intuition. We consider the specific set of decision rules in

Table 1 to be quite arbitrary, and probably different individuals

have different decision rules associated with the semantic stru ctures.

• The nature of th ae decision and transformation processe s r~~~4”~ an

open question in our research , and Table 1 should be considered as

illustrative of the kinds of proc edures that seem plausible in the

framework that we are using.

The idea of a system that solves word problems without generating

equations is encouraged by the fact that children can solve many word

problems before they have any knowledge of equations. In fact , there

• are data shoving that children can solve some word problems before

they begin to l earn arit hmetic at all. C1uc~4i~gl .  & I~~ 1atchy, 1930) . —

The supply of data about solution of word prob l by young children

is not large , perha ps because it is r.c~ mere convenient to present

word problems as test items to children who are able to read the

probl from vritten text. One of our current projects involves

collecting some syst~~~tic data to identify the abi1it~.ea of young

~
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children to understand the kinds of information involved in simple

word probl .

In one experiment conducted by Mary Riley, second—grade children

were asked to solve a series of word probl~~~ that were dssigeed to

provide information about relative difficult y of the three semantic

structures that we identi fied in the theoretical anal ysis described

above. A sample of the problems used in the experiment are shown in

Table 2. In the experiment, students were asked to solve the problems ,

and were also asked to repres ent the prob1~~~ using sets of blocks.

Table 3 shows the structural descri ptions of the nine kinds of prob-

lems used, and also shove the proportions of correct answers and the

proportions of correct representations that the children produced

with blocks.

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here

The ma~~ - finding is that the semantic schemata involved in prob-

lems were rather strong determiners of problem difficulty for these

children. They had little difficulty with any of the problems with

the Cause/Change structure . While the Combination problems with the

combined amount unknown were all solved correctly, the stud ent s were

not as successful with the Combination probl s with one of the sepa-

rate amounts unknown. This finding casts doubt on the assueption

about decision rule s abown in Table 1 that missing addend problems

ar e all transformed into Combin ation struct ures . We are collecting

further data on this mater , but if results u k .  those in Table 3 are

typical, we should revise our assumptions about the nature of
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Table 2

Rx~~~les of Problems

Sch~~~ _______

Cause/Change 1. Joe has 3 marbles. Tom gives him 5 more marbles.
Row many marbles does Joe have now?

2. Joe has 8 marbles. Re gives 3 marbles to Tom.
How ~~~y marbles does Joe have now?

3. Joe has 3 rbles. Tom gives him some more marbles.
Now Joe has 8 marbles. Nov many marbles did Tom
give hi.?

4. Joe has 8 marbles. He gives some marbles to Tom.
Nov Joe has 3 marbles. Row many marbles did he
give to Tom?

Combination 5. Joe has 3 marble.. Tom has 5 marbles. How many
marbles do they have altogether?

6. Jo . and To. have 8 marbles altogether. Jo. has
3 marbles . How meny marbles does Tom have?

Comparison 7. Joe has 3 rbles. Tom has 5 more marbles than
Joe. low y marbles does Tom have?

8. Joe has S marbles. H. has 5 mor. marbles than Tom.
Nov meny marble. does To. have?

9. Joe has 5 marbles. Tom has 8 marbles. How many
more marbles than Joe does Tom have?
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Table 3

Problem Structures and Proportion. of Correct Problem

Answers and R.presentation.

Problem Correct
Schema Direction Unknown R res.ntation!

1. Cause/(!hange Increase Result 1.00 1.00

2. Cause/Change Decrease Result 1.00 1.00

3. Cause/Change Increase Change .83 .94

4. Cause/Change Decrease Change 1.00 1.00

5. Combine Combined Amount 1.00 1.00

6. Combine Separate Amount • 67 • 77

7. Compare More Comparison Amount .56 .28

8. Compare More Reference Amount .28 • 50

9. Compare More Difference .42 .83

- -  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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transformations tha t are typically perfo med with Cause/Change and Co.—

bination problems .

The most strikin g finding of this experia snt is that all of the

problems that have Comparison structures were relatively difficult for

thes. second-grade children. ~~s interes ting it was the discrepancy

between the proportions of correct answers and correct representation .

in probl ..s of Type 7, relative to problem Types 8 and 9. The higher

proportion of correct answers for Type 7 app arentl y was due to a ten—

dency for students to add the numbers in the problem , whether or not

they understood th. problems. When students were asked to show the

relationships using blocks , these were the hardest problems of the set

used . In the two r~~~4n4n g types of problems with Comparison struc-

tures , representat ion using blocks was more successful than proble m

• solut ion, perhaps because the blocks provided a method of holding the

quantitative information in external memory.

Th. analysis of semantic processing in solution of word problems I -

provides an interesting suggestion regarding instruction. If we are

correc t , the process of solving a word problem often involves construc-

tion of a semantic repr esentation that is only indirectly related to

the operations of addition and subtraction that are used to solve the

• probl~~~, but that is nonetheless an important component of the process.

The suggest ion that this hypothesis leads to is that students might be

instructed to identify the various general semantic structures that

occur word probl , and relate tb to arit ~~~tic operations in appro —

pr int. ways. In arithmetic , this would involve training in representing

problem situations as one of the three general sch~~~ta : change in a

quantity , a combination or a comparison; and teaching them the connections

I.’ 
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between those representations and the addition and subtraction opera-

tions . One approach that seems worth trying would be to use techniques

of the kind used in concept formation tasks to train students to at-

tend to the relevant dia nsiona of information. Many of the tr .Antng

procedures used in experiments that have been concerned with training

children to perform more successfully on Piagetian tests of cognitive

development can be inter preted as concept—formation procedures in which

children learn to atten d to th. f eatures of the situation that are rele-

vant for the task. Ge1i.s~’ s (1969) study of training for number con—

servatton is an important example inj,hich the discriiwt nation-learnf-ng

paradigm was adopted explicitly .

A second issue that arises involves the way in which computational

skill is acquired. I have lirsady discussed the fact that at the begin-

ning of instruction basic arithmetic , children have relatively sophis-

ticated knowledge about counting, and that this is almost certainly an

important knowledge base for their acquisition of basic arithmetic

facts of addition and subtraction. An additional issue involves chil-

dr& a waderstending of these facts • The instructional materials used

in primary grades ~~~hasize use of manipulative mater ials, such as

blocks or plastic cowater s, in providing alternative rep resentat ions

.1 .ddttis. d smbtra ction facts. The idea that s~~~ to underlie this

i srwetin. is tha t students will be able to mders tend the operations

~ t d  with block d other concrete ~~“4pu1ativs terial s rela—

.
~~~ ~~~ily, —

~~~ these will provide a cognitive basis for their un-

demss~~~img .f arit~~stic ~~~ressed in symbolic notat ion.

~~~~ web.~~~ o~~ atad y of pr imary arit hmetic in 1976, we plaimed

es feses ocr st teetiom on relationships between formal notation of
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arithmetic and manipulations of concrete materials such as blocks ,

plast ic counters , and the number line. Our initial explorato ry work

using these materials was surprisingly discouraging . Rather than un—

derstanding operations on ~ant pulative materials easily , children

se ed to have considerable difficulty. The number line was especially

troublesome as a medium for representing quantitative information, and

we were informed that the children had not received much instruction

involving the number line, We were led to wonder whether the children ’s

general unders tanding of operations with concrete materials may depend

rather strongly on the instruction they have received , rather than

being something they comprehend easily and naturally. We have not

pursued this issue in detail ; however, the experience of our informal

• explorations was sufficiently discouraging that we moved our research

• program in another direction.

The direction in which we have developed our research is the study

of processes of solving word problems, as I have described in this

paper, Children seem to have considerable abili ty to understand

information that describes relationships among quantities in concrete

situations involving changes in possession , locabio n of obj ects , and

so on. Our current conjecture is that children’s ability to understand

and solve word probl ems might be exploited much more than it is in

present instructional practice as a part of the cognitive basis f or

the acquisition of arithmetic concepts and operations. Rather than

basing instruction on relatively abst ract representations such as

blocks or the number line, we wonder whether addition and subtraction

(and later, the more advanced topics of arithmetic) might be taught in

relation to more concrete events and situat ions where people give things 
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to each other , more objects from one room to another , end so on. This

involves viewing problem solving as a basis for ins truction ar ithmetic ,

rather than as a skill that is more complex than arithmetic knowledge

and that baa to be built on top of the more basic knowledge of computa-

tion. The issue has r~~~fications that implicate fund ntal aspects

of the current structure of our teaching of mathematics in the schools ,

and we hay, only begun to touch the edges of s~~~ of these. However,

the ideas seem plausible , and we look forwa rd to a lively period of

exploration and research in the years ahead .

Conclusions

In my concluding comasuts , I will try to extrapolate from the

kinds of results we have obta ined in our studies of geometry and pri—

mary arithmetic. The kinds of issues that are raised by those findings

arise in other domains as well, and it seams a reasonable conjecture

that ther e are possibilities for exploring alternative methods of in~-

atruction in a number of different do~a4Iia that correspond to the pa.—

sibilities that I have been suggesting in the do afn of mathematics.

First , the issue of teaching problem solving strateg ies in geometry

seems quite clearly applicable in other domains where students are

trained in problem solving. Strate gic knowledge in a problem—solving

domain consists of knowledge of the kinds of subgoals that are useful • -

in various problem situations and the plans that are helpful in achiev-

ing various goals and subgoals. One advantage of teaching that knowl-

edge to a student in explicit form is that the student will then have

a better under. tending of her or his own problem solving achievem ents

(cf. Hrown, Collina , & Harris , 1977) . It would be re asonable to expect

that this might facilitate tr sfer to other problem-solving tasks , -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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al though this conjecture remains to be tested. Explicit instruction

in a problem-solving domain could have consider able facilitating ef—

fects on students ’ abilities to solve proble me within the domain of

instruction, but there may be potential hazards of making strateg ic

• knowledge too explicit , if it reduced the educational benefits that

at least some learners now receive by finding their own solutions for

probl ~~~. It seems quite likely, however, that if a more detailed

analysis of strategic knowledge in a problem domain were taught to

individuals who are instructors in that domain these individuals

would have a better understanding of what their students are required

to learn in order to succeed as pro blem solver. and could interact

with their students more effectively in instructional situations.

The second general issus raised by the analyses I have presented

is the issue of teaching students how to represent problem situat ions.

There is a very large experimental literature on the process of learn—

tug the relevant att rib utes of a categorical concept , and an interest—

Lug extension to that literature has been given in Winston’s (1975)

analysis of acquisit ion of concepts in the blocks world . Th. general

idea of analyzing the relevant features of problem do~a(nm and then

giving specific training in identifying those features seems to be

• widely applicable . Recent studies by Larkin (1977) and by Simon and

Simon (197*) have ilakated that a major differ ence between expert

and novice problem solver. in physic. arises from the expert ’s con-

struction of an abstract representation of the problem situation , in

contras t to the novice ’s more direct attack on the problem. One inter-

pretation of the result is that by achieving a coherent representation

of the situatio n, the exper t avoids the need for extensive ~

_ _ _ _  
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problem-solving search because the expert ’s representation contains in—

formation needed to select appropriate problem-so lving opera tors di-

rect ly . The well known studies of expert chess and Go players ’ to

encode complex gene positions rapidly (Chase & Simon, 1973; Reitman ,

1976) attest further to the importance of knowledge for representing

problem situations to successful problem solving performance.

While the experimental literature on concept formation provides

a useful starting point for a progrem of developing instructional

technology for representational knowledge, we probably will encounter

some important differences when we study concept formation in the

do’.~” of problem representation . Tradi tional study of concept for-

nation emphasized featur es that permitted classification of stimoli,

and used simple perceptual features as much as possible. In the repre-

sentation of problem situat ions, the Important thing is to find fea-

that are relevant to the selection of a problem—solving method, rather

than features that simply distinguish one category of situations from

~~~ther • This means that the concepts to be acquired are components

of a decision process , rather than simpl. labels . Further , th. power-

ful represen tations that experts construct apparently involve complex

and abstract relationships in th. problem situation , rather than

simple perceptual attributes. We will need to extend our technology

for tead!htng concepts considerably in the domain of problem solving

representations, but it se~~~ a proniaing and generally applicable

idea.

The third general issue ra ised by these analyses involves the

acquisition of proc edural knowledge In meaningful ways. It has always

seemed reasonable to teach procedures in cont exts that involved the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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situations in which the procedures were to be used to solve proble ms ,

both becaus e that should make it more likely that the learner would

be able to apply the knowledge appropriately and because in that way

the new procedures would be more meaningful . Rowever, the analysis

of arithmetic probl~~~ and procedures may illustrate come of the

reasons why that old truism is correct. The problem solving contexts

in which procedures are applied may Indicate important semantic dis-

tinctions that should be considered as differe nces in meaning of the

procedural concepts that are involved in the instruction. These di.-

tinctions are probably important for students to understand , since

they are relevant components of the situations in which they are ax-

pected to use procedures to solve probl ems. They also may be important

mediating concepts that are needed to provide understanding of the na-

ture of relationships between concrete problem situations and the ab-

stract ideas involved in problem—solv ing methods.

.
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Pittsb urgh , PA 15260
1 Mr. Gary Irving

Da ta Sciences Division 1 Dr • Michael Levine

Techoology Serv ices Corporation Department of Educational Psychology
2811 Wilshire Blvd , University of Illinois
Santa Monica CA 901403 Champaign , IL 61820

1 Dr . Steven W. Keele 1 Dr. Robert A. Levtt
Dept. of Psychology Manager , Behavioral Sciences
University of Oregon The BDI Corp oration
Eugene , OR 97*103 7915 Jones Branch Drive

Mcclean , VA 22101
1 Dr. Walter Kintsch

Department of Psycholog y 1 Dr. Robert Linn
University of Colorado College of Education
Boulder , CO 30302 - 

Universit y of Illinois
Urbana , IL. 61 801

1 Dr. David Kieras
• Department of Psychology 1 Dr. Mark Miller

Universit y of Arizona Systems and Information Sciences Laborat
Tuscon , AZ 8572 1 Cen tral Re search Laboratories

TEXAS INSTR J4ENTS , INC .
1 Dr. Stephen Icosslyn Ma il Station 5

Harvard University Post Office Box 5936
Department of Psychology Dallas, TX 75222
33 Kirkl and Street
Cambridge, MA 021 38 1 Dr.  Richard B. Milluard

Dept. of Psychology
1 Mr. Merlin ICroger Hun ter Lab .

1117 Via Goleta Broim Universit y
Palo s Verdes Estates , CA 90274 Provid ence , RI 82912
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Non Govt  No n Govt

Dr. Allen Munro 1 Dr. Ernst Z. Rothkopt
Univ . of So. Cali fo rnia B.ll Laboratories
Behav iora l Technolog y Labs 600 Moun tain Avenue
3717 South Hope Street Murra y Hill, NJ 0797*1
Los Angeles , CA 90007

1 Dr. David Rimaelhart
- 1 Dr • Donald A Norman Center for Human In formation Proce ssing

Dept . of Psychol ogy C—009 Univ . of California , San Diego
Univ . of California , San Diego La Jolla, CA 92093
La Jolla , CA 92093

I DR. WALTER SCHNEIDE R
Dr. Se ymour A. Papert DEPT . OF PSYCHOLOGY
Massachusetts Institute of Technology UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
Artificial Intelligence Lab CHAMPA IGN , IL 61820
5145 Technolo gy Square
Cambridge, MA 02139 1 Dr. Allen Schoenfeld

Department of Mathe matics
Dr. James A. Paulson Hamilton College
Portland State University Clinton , NY 1332 3
P .O . Box 751
Portland , OR 97207 1 Dr. Rober t Bnith

Depart ment of Computer Science
MR. UJIGI PETRULLO Rut ger s University
2~$3 1 LI . EDGEWOOD STREET New Brunswick , NJ 08903
ARLINGTON , VA 22207

1 Dr. Ri chard Snow
DR. PETER POLSON School of Education
DE PT. OF PSYCHOLOGY Stanfo rd Universit y
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO Stanford , CA 914305
BOULDER , CO 30302

1 Dr. Ro ber t Ster nber g
Dr. Peter B. Read Dept . of Psychology
Social Science Research Council Yale University
605 Third Av enue Box i lk , Yale Station
New York , flY 10016 New Haven , CT 06520

Dr. Fred Reif 1 DR. ALBERT STEVENS
SESAM E BOLT BERA NEK & NEWMAN , INC .
d o Ph~csics Department 50 MOULTON STREET
University of California CAMBRIDGE , MA 02138
Serkely, CA 914720

1 DR. PATR ICK SUPPES
• 1 Dr • Andrew H. Rose INSTITUTE FOR MATHEMATICAL STUDIES IN

Amer ican Institu tes for Research THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW STA NF OR D UNIVERSIT Y
Washing ton , DC 20007 STA NFORD, CA 9*305
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~1on Gov t Non Govt

Dr. Kikuni Tatsuoka 1 DR. SUSAN K . WHITELY
Comput er Based Edu cation Researcn PS YCHOL OGY DEPARTH ENT

Laboratory UN IVE RSITY OF KANSAS
252 Engineering Research Laboratory LA~JRENCE, KA NSAS 66014*4
Univer sity of Illinois
Urbana , IL 6180 1 1 Or . J. Arthw Woodward

Department of Psychology
Dr. Maurice Tatsuoka University of California
Department of Educational Psychology Los Angeles , CA 90024
Universit y of Illinois
Champaign , IL 6180 1 1 Dr. Karl Zinn

Center for research on Learning
Dr • John Thomas and Teaching
IBM Thomas J. Wat son Research Center Universit y of Michigan
P.O. Box 218 Ann Arbor , MI 1481011
Yorkto~m Heights ,, NY 10598

DR. PERRY THORNDYKE
THE RAND CORPORATION
1701’) MAIN STREET
SANTA MONICA . CA 90*106

Dr. Douglas To~imeUniv . of So. California
Behav ioral Technol ogy Labs
3717 South Hope Street
Los Angeles, CA 90007

• 1 Dr. J. Uhlaner
Perceptronics , Inc.

P 6271 Varie l Av enue
Woodland Hills , CA 913614

• 1 Dr. Benton J, Underi.~od
Dept . of Psychology
Northwe stern University
Evanston , IL 60201

Dr. Phylli s Weaver
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
200 Lar sen Hall , Appian Way
Cambridge , MA 02138

Dr. David J .  Weiss
14560 Elliott Hall
University of Minneso ta
75 K . River Road
Minneapolis , f-I N 551455
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